Effects of Extremely low Frequency Electromagnetic Fields on Liver Enzymes in Male Rats
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ABSTRACT
This paper is based on studying the impact of electromagnetic fields with extremely low frequency on liver of rats. For this purpose 24 male rats weighing approximately 250 g were selected and randomly divided into three groups. First group was assigned as control group and no treatment was applied on them. The Second group was named T1 and rats was kept one hour daily in electromagnetic fields for five days and third group was named T2 and was kept one hour daily in electromagnetic devices for thirty days to study the impact of chronic conditions. After spending the treatment period blood sampling was directly taken from their heart and by applying serum making process the volume of five liver enzymes named Aspartate amino-transferase (AST), Alkaline phosphatase (ALP), alanine amino-transferase (ALT), Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and creatine kinase (CK) were measured and recorded by “ara1000toanalyzer”. Results showed there is a significant increase in levels of ALT, CK and AST in T1 and T2 groups compared with control group. ALP and LD has significant difference with control group only in T2. Current research represented that extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields was able to disturb enzymatic balance in liver of rats.
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INTRODUCTION
Among the human invention electricity has a special place. Discussions about electromagnetic fields were raised as soon as industrial electricity since Faraday era. In 1976 the first human biological effect of these fields came to mind, when this phenomenon covers almost all aspects of his life adverse effects were found in discussions and reports of harmful effects were established. Most studies on the Electromagnetic are about residential electricity, while there are the other kinds that even some times come to the aid of man. With the beginning of the twentieth century and the increasing use of electricity we are seeing the emergence of more applications of this phenomenon so that one can say human life is involved with it today more than any time. [2,3 and 14]. simultaneously, extensive research on the biological effects of electromagnetic fields was rising each day. First, electromagnetic was discussed as a secondary effect of electric but latter it found isolated nature and personality. Nowadays, by development of technology in various fields animals and human are living with huge variety of waves. What has been reported in association with electromagnetic was about the adverse effects of these fields that consist of static magnetic fields and electric currents or pulsed electromagnetic fields. In this connection, there are a limited number of reports that somehow attempting to use this phenomenon in order to help human challenges. This paper tried to assay the effect of electrical generator signals on biological changes and in this regard the effect of pulsed electromagnetic fields caused by triangular electrical waves in the frequency range of 10 Hz with low intensity (700Mm Gaussian) on certain blood enzymes were studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and treatment
24 male rats weighing approximately 250 g were selected and randomly divided into three groups. First group was assigned as control group and no treatment was applied on them. Second one was named T1 and rats was kept one hour daily in electromagnetic fields for five days and third group was named T2.
and was kept one hour daily in electromagnetic fields for thirty days to study the impact of chronic conditions.

**Electromagnetic fields**
Power supply unit: This device was manufactured by PHYWE in Germany and was able to produce DC electricity, Six volts of output voltage and current of 500 mA that total power output was 3 watts. Wave-making machine: that is capable of producing three waveforms of Sinusoidal, square and triangular and the forms of waves are changeable manually by selector. In this research only triangular waveform is used.
Oscillator Signal generator: which is able to produce a limited frequency from 10 Hz to 110 kHz (PHYWE, Germany).
Springs: which are made of two soft iron core that their characteristics are as follow; number of laps 600, internal resistance 2.5 ohms with a maximum tolerance of 2 amps, the coil length 0.06 m and the core area $2 \times 2 = 4 \text{cm}^2$ that are placed with a distance of 14.5 cm of each other and plugged to power supply regulatory.
The intensity of the generated electromagnetic field was measured 7.25 cm far from each coil by a digital Teslameter device and rate is recorded as 700±20 Gauss.
A box of dimensions 20 × 25 × 30 cm was made of thin fiber to put the animal during irradiation and nonails were used. Two windows of dimensions 2 × 2 cm in front of each other were embedded in walls that the soft part of core was in touch with inside by them.

**Biochemical methods**
The levels of enzyme aspartate aminotransferase (AST) alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and alkaline phosphatase (ALP), Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and creatine kinase (CK) in obtained sample serum were assessed by using ELISA kits with Pars Azmon kit (Iran - Tehran).

**Data processing & Statistical Analysis**
Gathered data of 24 Wistar male rats that were selected randomly by concerning research criteria, were compiled into SPSS. Normality of the data distribution was checked and confirmed. ANOVA test was applied to comparing multi groups by Duncan post hoc. Significance of differences was assessed by 95 percent of confident and data were reported as mean ± SD. The P<0.05 considered as statistical difference.

**Ethical issues**
The rats are kept in small animal unit with twelve hours light and dark cycle and twenty-five Celsius degrees temperature in special cages with freely access to food and water. Quick and easy death method was used for this study and their bodies were euthanized concerning the standard rolls.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**
There is a significant rising in the level of liver enzyme (ALT, AST) in both T1 and T2 groups compared to the control group but ALP, LDH and CK have significant difference only in T2.

![Fig. 1: The serum ALP levels in control(C), T1 (Acute electromagnetic exposed group), T2 (Acute electromagnetic exposed group). Each test group was compared with the control group. (*) = P<0.05)](image-url)
Fig. 2: The serum ALT levels in control (C), T1 (Acute electromagnetic exposed group), T2 (Chronic electromagnetic exposed group). Each test group was compared with the control group. (* = P<0.05)

Fig. 3: The Serum AST levels in control (C), T1 (Acute electromagnetic exposed group), T2 (Chronic electromagnetic exposed group). Each test group was compared with the control group. (* = P<0.05)

Fig. 4: The serum LDH levels in control (C), T1 (Acute electromagnetic exposed group), T2 (Chronic electromagnetic exposed group). Each test group was compared with the control group. (* = P<0.05)

Fig. 5: The serum CK levels in control (C), T1 (Acute electromagnetic exposed group), T2 (Chronic electromagnetic exposed group). Each test group was compared with the control group. (* = P<0.05)
DISCUSSION
In this study compared with control group a significant increase of AST and ALT volume in serum of rats was found in both T1 and T2 treatment that exposed to electromagnetic fields. Most studies about effects of electromagnetic fields on animals and humans has shown these fields affect the important biochemical mechanism in vary ways [5, 6, 7 and 8]. Several studies have been done on the effects of low frequency electromagnetic fields on the activity of transaminase enzymes that some part of this research results are confirmed by a study which is done on ALT and AST Serum of a steel factory workers in 1999. In this study there is a significant rising in AST enzyme volume of workers with more than 10 years working record. Frequency and intensity of field in these workers environment was 50 Hz and 20 V/M respectively [9]. In another study the effects of electromagnetic fields transaminase enzyme activity was analyzed in liver of Indian pigs. In this study a 50 Hz electromagnetic field caused changes in ALT and AST in liver of Indian pigs. The effect of electromagnetic field on liver's metabolism cells was the cause of hyper activity of AST and ALT enzyme in Indian pig's liver [8]. In another study ten volunteers were place in an electromagnetic field with 10 mt (100mili gauss) of intensity for 15 days continuously and discontinuously and no changes in AST and ALT enzyme volume have found (10,66). Also in another study that have been done on workers of electricity distribution units in 2003, no changes in AST and ALT activity have been recorded [1]. Yaghmaei and colleagues in their study determined that short-term exposure to electromagnetic fields in rats has no significant change in alanine aminotransferase of rate but it can change aspartate aminotransferase (15). Another research determined long-term exposure (two weeks) of electromagnetic on rats can cause a significant rising of alanine aminotransferase and aspartate aminotransferase volume [4, 6]. In some researches increase of alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase and alkaline phosphatase in liver and increase of Billy Rubin, Albumin and proteins in rats’ serum happened [16]. 0.1 and 6.2 mili tesla electromagnetic filed during two hours a week [16]. Zaree and colleagues were observed Glycogen increase in liver in Indian pigs by exposure them two and four hours during five days [17]. There are several researches about the effects of electromagnetic fields on biological process such as Transaminase enzyme activity and vary results are reported [11, 12 and 13]. In some of these reports electromagnetic fields cause increase the activity of Transaminase enzyme but in some others no changes in activity of this enzyme were reported. One can say the vary results are caused by variety in factors such as frequency, field intensity, wave form, duration of exposure and type of animals. Previous results about the effects of electromagnetic fields on animals determined there are several factors involved in this process. Although it is a very complicated process but we can say that electromagnetic fields make some physical and chemical changes in body and then biological effects of these fields are observed. One of these main physical and chemical effects of electromagnetic fields is displacement bio-pole components and ion [9, 18, and 19]. In this research increase of ALT, ALP and AST enzyme in blood Plasma of animals was observed. These enzymes are proposed as sensitivetitle Index in relationship with livercell injury. These enzymes contain high density Transaminase inside the liver cells and log in the blood to change the permeability or destroyed the liver cells. Electromagnetic fields can affect the transaminase enzyme in vary forms such as their effects on liver Parenchyma cells. Another reason for increasing of transaminase enzyme activity may be the effect of electromagnetic fields on basic trans-aminesenzyme’s hormones contribution and performance in tissues like Gluccorticoid. In some studies it has been determined that electromagnetic fields can effect on the level of some hormones in blood. In a study in 2005 on Indian pigs increasing of Cortisol hormone was observed in animals that were exposed by electromagnetic fields [18]. Considering the results of this research it can be concluded that there are several factors involved in increasing liver enzymes in this situation so it is suggested to do supplementary researchs on effects of electromagnet fields on other enzymes and describe the clear relationship of those enzymes on liver activity.
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